
REITS vs. Rates

Why Higher Yields Don’t Spell Disaster



Over the past 15 years, the monthly returns of equity REITs have 
demonstrated a near zero correlation with rising rates. In fact, in 
months when the 10-year Treasury yield increased, REITs returned an 
average of +1.1%.

The data for periods of sustained rising rates shows similar results. In 
the years from 2000 through 2015, REITs achieved positive returns in 
8 out of 13 instances when long-term yields rose more than 50 basis 
points. Importantly, these results were achieved during previous Fed 
tightening cycles and across multiple economic environments.

Introduction

What History Tells Us

A popular investment mantra is that rising rates are bad for real estate 
investment trusts (REITs). The premise has several variations but often 
centers on the assumption that REITs are passive yield investments. 
Since REIT laws mandate a 90%earnings payout, the regular cash 
distributions lead many investors to assume these investments will 
track performance in the fixed income markets. However, this view 
ignores the many positive aspects of modern REIT investing,  
namely the ability to grow earnings and distributions over time. A  
closer look at the historical evidence suggests investors should revisit 
the REITs versus rates debate and take a more nuanced view of the 
REIT industry.
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REIT Returns vs. 10yr Yields

Monthly Chg in 10yr TSY Yields (bps)

Data: May 2002 to April 2017
Source REIT.com, St. Louis Federal Reserve
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Unlike bonds, effective REITs have grown their cash distributions 
over time. This can produce significantly higher returns over longer 
hold periods. Consider two investments, one with a flat 6% annual 
distribution and another starting with a 6% dividend that grows 5% 
annually. After ten years, the second investor will have generated 
approximately 25% more in cumulative cash distributions.
Similar growth in REIT dividends has allowed REITs to outperform 
bonds by more than 50% over the ten years ending in 2016 (source: 
REIT.com/NYU Stern). This performance has been shaped by both 
same property income growth and portfolio expansion through 
acquisitions. 

With the data suggesting that REITs can (and often do) generate 
positive total returns during rising rates, investors should revisit the 
long-held assumption that these investments are simple bond proxies.

Income with Growth

Chg in 107 TSY (bps) REIT ETF Returns

March ‘01 - June ‘01 66 8.2%

November ‘01 - April ‘02 122 11.6%

June ‘03 - September ‘03 128 8.7%

March ‘04 - June ‘04 106 (4.6%)

September ‘04 - March ‘05 60 2.4%

June ‘05 - May ‘06 117 9.0%

December ‘06 - June ‘07 73 (7.8%)

March ‘08 - June ‘08 89 6.2%

December ‘08 - June ‘09 180 (4.9%)

November ‘09 - April ‘10 70 17.4%

October ‘10 - February 11 118 8.4%

May ‘13 - September ‘13 126 (12.3%)

January ‘15 - June ‘15 81 (10.8%)

Source: St. Louis Fed, Bloomberg



Since 2006, REITs have grown same property net operating income by 
an average of 3.2% per year. With REITs’ aforementioned 90% payout 
requirement, much of this growth in cash flows has passed directly 
to shareholders in the form of higher dividends. Unlike bonds where 
the annual distributions are fixed in advance, REITs’ internal growth 
has allowed them to serve as a partial inflation hedge, raising investor 
payouts to keep pace with an increasing cost of living. For net-lease 
REITs, this same property performance often comes in the form of 
contractual rent escalators, providing a more predictable source of 
growth over a long-term lease.

Dividend growth has also been supported by acquisitions with the 
publicly listed REITs acquiring some $350 billion in net real estate 
assets over the past decade. In addition to higher cash payouts, this 
portfolio expansion has produced a more diversified investment 
base. With real estate assets spread across multiple industries and 
geographies, REITs have been able to minimize the impact of adverse 
market conditions in any one location or with any one tenant. 
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Disclaimer: Four Springs Capital Trust (FSCT) is a single tenant net lease focused REIT seeking investments in industrial, retail, medical, and 
other office properties. The views presented in this article do not constitute investment advice and investors should consult with their financial 
advisor before making any financial decisions. All investments carry risk and past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Cumulative REIT Net Acquisitions ($ billions)

Data: 2006 to 2016
Source Reit.com NAREIT T-Tracket(R)

REITs are dynamic investments. Unlike bonds with fixed distributions 
and finite durations, Real Estate Investment Trusts are perpetual life 
entities with active managers seeking to grow investor cash flows over 
time. While interest rates undoubtedly impact REIT performance, the 
correlation is not as straight-forward as many financial commentators 
suggest. Rather than concluding that higher rates spell disaster 
for REITs, investors should consider the broad multitude of factors 
influencing returns, particularly the ability to compound dividend 
growth over time.

Final Thoughts
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Disclaimers and Risk Factors

This whitepaper has been prepared by Four Springs Capital Trust (FSCT) and Four Springs TEN31 Xchange, LLC (FSXchange). 
It is intended to be general information only and not to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account 
the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person. The information herein is 
believed to be reliable, however, the accuracy and completeness of the information is not guaranteed. Tax deferred real estate 
exchange transactions are complex. Failure to comply with the specific requirements of tax deferred real estate exchange 
transactions may result in the incurrence of taxes and a loss of the ability to defer taxes. Accordingly, investors should consult 
with their tax and legal counsel in connection with tax deferred exchanges.

IRS Circular 230 Notice: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that 
any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose 
of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 
transaction or matter addressed herein.

Investments in real estate are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, and should be considered 
only by sophisticated investors who can bear the economic risk of their investment for an indefinite period and who can afford 
to sustain a total loss of their investment. Investors should perform their own due diligence before considering any investment in 
a FSCT and/or FSXchange program. Investment objectives may not be reached if there are significant changes in the economic 
and regulatory environment affecting real estate. Many investments in real estate, including the programs offered by FSCT 
and/or FSXchange, are illiquid by nature. There is no recognized secondary market for ownership interests in FSCT and/or 
FSXchange programs, and transfer of interests in these programs may also be legally restricted. Therefore, you may be unable 
to sell your interests prior to liquidation.

This whitepaper is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation to purchase interests in FSCT and/or FSXchange programs and is 
intended solely for informational purposes. Specific offerings can only be made through a Private Placement Memorandum 
(‘PPM’). Prospective investors should carefully review the “Risk Factors” section of any PPM. Past performance and/or forward 
looking statements are never an assurance of future results. FSCT and/or FSXchange do not guarantee ongoing distributions or 
overall investment performance. Securities offered through Third Seven Capital LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC. Four Spring Capital 
and Third Seven Capital are not affiliated.

Speak With Your Financial Professional To Learn More About  
Four Springs Capital Trust

  1901 Main Street, Lake Como, NJ 07719       www.fsctrust.com

   Info@fsctrust.com        877.449.8828
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